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Abstract 
This .paper, attempts to situate the phenomenon of godfatherism in the 
context of Nigeria's crisis of under-development. It is argued that 
godfatherism in Nigeria, as both informal structural and phenomena realities 
has engaged and undermined the state in a zero-sum political contest for 
supremacy. The humiliation and removal of godsons by their godfathers 
from office, on cooked-up charges through manipulation of impeachment 
clauses and deployment of private armies threaten the nascent democracy 
with a repeat performance of the poverty of Nigerian politics. Based on the 
emergence of a black market system of power that serves the interest of the 
godfathers, the paper concludes that the attendant clientelization of the state 
blocs the prospect for the emergence of a developmental state. 

  

 
Introduction 

The hallmark of Nigeria's transition from militarism to democracy since 1999 is the rising profile 
of the godfathers in the new Nigerian project. The old order was undermined and aborted by the political 
army on 15th, January 1966. With this intervention the context for zero-sum politics in which the political 
armies, with vested interest in the state as the major instrument of class creation consistently deployed the 
vast arsenal of violence at its disposal to exclude the civil-society from the governing process. 

Now new in the game of power after decades of exclusion through the barrel of the gun, an 
exhausted political class with a mastery of the art of state patronage for self-enrichment and prestige is in 
the process of crafting a state system that is undermined by "black market", system of power. By the 
convergence of fate, a "military oligarchy" thrown out of the state apparatus by an unavailable democratic 
transition project made imperative in the aftermath of the cessation of the cold war, sought a 
rapprochement with the displaced politicians of the first, second and third republics. 

Challenged by the imperatives of self-reproduction, the old elites of power became engaged in a 
battle with the new politicians for relevance in the control and management of the ascendant democracy 
since 1999. This convergence has created the supportive environment for a new class of the new rich to 
penetrate the 'black market' system of power. It is in this political 'black market' that mandate is exchanged 
for cash in the pursuit of "sole proprietorship" of "cash cow states". 

This paper is organized in five sections. Section 1 addresses the introductory issues while the 
godfather concept is discussed in Section II. In section III, the godfather concept is theorized in the 
context of the state. In section IV, godfatherism and the politics of the stated society is discussed, while 
section V concludes the paper with a discussion of the crisis of reverse clientelism. In Section IV, 
godfatherism and the politics of de-stated society is discussed while Section V concludes the paper 
with a discussion of the crisis of reverse clientelism. 

The Concept and Nature of Political Godfatherism 
The role of the political elites in the organization of social space and the construction of the system of 
power in political formation has been well documented in contemporary political history. Mosca (1939) 
referred to these elites as those few people, who because they possess the central values of society, 
appropriate the qualities necessary for accession to full social and political powers. Michels (1949) has 
argued that the oligarchical conspiracy and goal displacement typical of this group tend to shrink political 
choice and democratic competition. Working in harmony and symbiotically, the mission and 
reproduction of the group become central to their continuous domination of a society's social space 
(Marx; 1963). In this project, their activities are very coherent, conspirational and consensual (Parry, 
1972). As the socio-economic elites provide the financial resources, the 

political action necessary for the reproduction of the environment that fosters primitive accumulation rests with the 
political elites. These elites are usually the ones who govern (Dahl 1961). 

In the Nigerian political context, these elites have transformed into the political godfathers. They are the 
strongmen who control politics in their different zones. As political godfathers they are political contractors (Wale, 



2004:74). As in free market politics "they play the same roles in politics as business contractors do in the economy, they 
execute political jobs for which they are paid. They are not the owners of the jobs" (Ibid). The political godfathers rarely 
stand for election. They place their own continuous existence, reproduction, domination and circulation over and above 
other values (Wale: 2004). As mandate merchants, they are the Lord minors allocating political positions to their stooges 
in the comfort of their homes. From their enormous wealth and mercenaries they get polling materials, which are meant 
for the polling stations delivered to their private homes where they are often stuffed and submitted. (Thovoethin, 2004). 

As dominant phenomena of the Nigerian social space, godfatherism has become the issue in the Nigerian 
political process of the old and new. (See tables I and II below). 

Table 1: Regional Distribution during the First Republic 
REGION GODFATHER GODSON 

1.   Northern Region 
2.   Northern Region 
3.   Western Region 
4.    Eastern Region 

Ahmadu Bello Mallam 
Aminu Kano Chief 
Obafemi Awolowo Dr. 
Nnamdi Azikiwe 

Alh. Tafawa Balewa 
Alh. Abubaka Rimi 
Chief Sola Ige Dr. Jim 
Nwobodo 

 

STATE GODFATHER GODSON 
1 .   Kwara 2.   
Enugu 3.   
Anambra 4.   
Anambra 5.   
Oyo 6.   Edo 
7.   Edo 8.    
Edo 

Dr. Olusola Saraki Dr. 
Jim Nwobodo Chief 
Chris Uba Chief 
EmekaOffor Alh. 
Lamidi Adedibu Chief 
Tony Anenih Chief 
Tony Anenih President 
Obasanjo 

Alh. Mohammed Lawal Dr. 
Chimaroke Nnamani Dr. 
Chris Ngige Dr. Chimwoke 
Mbadinuju Alh. Rasheed 
Ladoja Chief Lucky 
Igbinedion Sen. Odion 
Ugbesia Prof. O. Osunbor 

Source: Adapted from Ibid: p. 63. 

State and Godfatherism: A Theoretical Statement 
The constitution of the Federal Republic of Nigeria defines the state as a political organization at the level of the 

centre state and local council. The fundamental objectives of the state as a corporate entity are to achieve the fullness of 
sovereignty, security and welfare, popular participation orderly composition of government and the recognition of 
national variety. Its ultimate manifestation is the actualization of the reality of the Nigerian universe. The mutual character 
of reciprocal obligations on part of the state and its citizens are well documented in the body of statutory functions. 

This scenario of unavoidable imposition of mutual obligation between the sovereign and the Nigerian people is 
predicated on Rousseau's social contract theory (1762). However, two dominant perspectives enjoy considerable 
currency: liberalism and Marxism. The liberal creed is a collection of different strands; the social contract theory, the 
divine right theory and the evolutionary theory (Offiong and Oriakhi: 2008). It holds that the state is neutral and 
does not serve any class interest (Ibid, Apparodai;1975). The Marxist contention summarized by Ekekwe (1986) posits 
that the state is not an impartial arbiter in the contending interest between social classes, but is an instrument of the 
capitalist ruling classes. As a "specific modality of class domination", Ake (1985: 5) has cognisized the Nigerian state 
as "Institutionally constituted in such a way that it enjoys limited independence of the hegemonic social class, and so is 
immersed in the class struggle". 

However, the foregoing objectification of state as painted in liberal and Marxist creed, fails to capture the 
emerging state subjective reality as a godfather construction. Clapham (1995) has on the basis of a large body of empirical 
evidence from Africa, made a case for the phenomenon of de-stated societies; where the state is a veneer for the 

Source: Adapted from Thovoethin, (2004: 62). Table II: 

State Distribution during the Fourth Republic 



exploration of the resource abundant international environment. In this context, the state is privatized, personalized and 
run through a black market. This contention raises serious epistemological questions as to the conceptual value of 
liberalism and Marxism as adequate tools of analysis of contemporary Nigerian state. Thus, a new unit of analysis that 
seeks to capture and lift the veil of ignorance of state ownership and those who actually assault Rousseau's social contract 
doctrine on the basis of politically subjective phenomenology offers an alternative explanatory framework. It is within 
this framework that the phenomenon of godfatherism is implicated in Nigeria's political under-development. 
Summarizing the epic publication of Joseph on "Democracy and Prebendal politics in Nigeria", Nnamani (2004: 20) 
intimates: 
...the extent of the practice is in the nature of certain interests to see power as instruments for the furtherance of their 
traditions. While as always the case with godfathers, the state in his control will be geared at providing further material 
profit, he fought with a baffling measure of tenacity, the consolidation of tradition which negated open and competitive 
societies. The larger and indeed more dangerous import of this is that such political environment, which impedes open 
development of the society, easily exposes the state to the fetish tradition of political patrimony which burns the promises 
of civilization and stifles the will and energy of future generation. 

Godfatherism and Politics of a De-stated Society 
The politics of de-stated societies (Clapham, 1995) in Africa and the fragmentation of democracy 

(Nolutshungu, see Adele, B.J.,2004:121) in Nigeria, form part of the growing body of literature on the declining fortune 
of state and the Nigerian match to failed state. The failure of the successor state to drive a strong private sector 
economy has made the public sector the major instrument of class creation. So, for the purpose of self-reproduction 
and exercise of dominance, primitive accumulation based on state patronage remains the attractive option for the elites of 
power. The character of godfather politics therefore, is to be explored within the framework and logic of this thinking. 
The nature of the contest for hegemony between the state (represented by the godson) and the godfather can only be 
captured within this context. A short discussion of a few of such cases would suffice. 

The estranged relationship of Dr. Saraki with his godson, Alhaji Muhammed Lawal (ex-Governor of Kwara 
State) illustrates the character of the competition. Dr. SAraki's godson was able to defeat other contenders to the Kwara 
state government House based on the sponsorship and financial assistance from Saraki. Right from the inauguration of 
the Lawal administration, the relationship had started to suffer stress due to his refusal to dish adequate government 
patronage to his godfather. This resulted in a battle for the soul of the state, between Saraki and Lawal; a development 
that unleashed unprecedented violence in a hitherto peaceful state. The refusal of Lawal to honour the part of 
patron-client relationship cost him a second term as he was voted out and replaced with Dr. Saraki Jr. (the biological son 
of Kwara State political godfather) in 2003. 

In Oyo State, Adedibu (godfather) and Ladoja (godson) similarly battled for the soul of Oyo state. During the 
2003 election, Ladoja was able to defeat Alhaji Lam Adeshina an incumbent AD Governor having earlier defeated 
Adeojo in the gubernatorial primary through the sponsorship of Adedibu. Adedibu's demand for welfare which was 
never supplied in sufficient quantity coupled with his demand for 80 per cent of the roll of new commissioners, and 
special advisers marked the beginning of a crack in their relationship. In an attempt to preempt Adedibu, Ladoja 
organized a rest-trip-abroad for Adedibu. While he was away, Ladoja mobilized the House of Assembly to approve his list 
of commissioners. This scenario predicated the crises that undermined March 27, 2004 Local Government election in 
which the state was handicapped in controlling the violence unleashed by troops loyal to the godfather and his godson. It 
became clear that as the violence escalated, the state became bed ridden and lost the authority to exert control through the 
appropriate security apparatus of state. As a fall out of this crisis, Ladoja was ousted from government house on cooked up 
charges of corruption and subsequent impeachment that flouted due process. 

The most brazen assault on the state and the people as well as naked display of political godfatherism was the 
abduction, and subsequent arrest of Dr. Chris Ngige (elected Governor of Anambra State) on the instruction of 
godfather, Chief Chris Uba. 

The reason for his abduction was his failure to pay a specified amount as against his signature of honour within 
three months in government to his godfather (Thovothin, 2004: 65). Apart from the numerous assaults on the 
Governor's person and the destruction of government structures and property, Ngige was arrested on July 10, 2003 
by a team of police officers led by an Assistant Inspector General of Police (Raphael Ige) as an implementation of the 
signed agreement between the political godfather and the godson. The President's inaction and mute over the saga point 
to the fact that he was culpable. The fact that, the governor was stripped of his security apparatus while private police 
protection for Uba was beefed up in size and quality, proved that Uba was in control of the state and the necessary 
security apparatus. 

The godfather expropriation of state soon extended to the judiciary. Justice Wilson Egbo-Egbo legal and 
constitutional backing in order to perfect and garnish the drama earned the judiciary serious injury. The court order served 
on Ngige on January 2, 2004 by Justice Stanley Nnaji of Enugu State High Court, following a motion filed by a 
suspended member of Anambra State House of Assembly to the effect that having signed a resignation letter, Ngige 



lost the right to be in office, further proved that the godfather had hijacked the judiciary. The contemplation by the 
National Assembly for declaration of a state of emergency instead of a decisive enactment against such a constitutional 
breach is a further proof of the free market character of Nigerian state. On the whole, a PDF national committee instituted 
to examine the Anambra saga by the national executive expelled Ngige from the Party while his godfather, Uba was 
later promoted to membership of the PDF Board of Trustee. This position is not however, oblivious of the exceptionality 
of the defeat suffered by Dr. Jim Nwobodo (godfather) in the hands of his (godson) Dr. Chimaroke Nnamani in a similar 
contest for the soul of Enugu State. While this exceptionality exists, the failure of state machinery to serve the cause of the 
elected Governors is a proof of its expropriation by the godfathers. 

Conclusion 
Godfatherism and the Crisis of Reverse Clientelism 

A growing body of empirical evidence from social science literature on Nigeria has observed the dialectical 
confrontation between the state as a body of institutions and the rising phenomenon of godfatherism. There is an inverse 
relationship between godfatherism and the state as a process. Thus, the rising profile of godfatherism in the politics of 
the fourth republic to a height unknown to modern democracy, point to the dangers of a withering state in which the state 
itself is implicated in its decay. In this dialectical confrontation, the massada state, is not just the instrument of the 
godfathers but is willing to commit suicide by funding and deploying other state resources to facilitate its absorption by 
the godfathers in order to protect his office. Within this conceptual framework, we shall conclude this discourse with an 
analysis of the process of the clientelization of the state, the politics of conversion of citizens to subject the politics of 
zero-sum game, and the construction of crime industry. 

Liberalism and civic republicanism represent two critical historical traditions in the conceptualization of the 
state. As the body of institutions through which the society is governed, it is an impartial arbiter in the struggle between 
contending social forces of the society. As the only institution with the monopoly of the means of violence, the state has 
acquired the status of a patron in the society. In this context, a patron-client structure in which the state plays a 
hegemonic role is implicated; with all social forces relating in client capacity. The experience of Kwara state under 
Alhaji Muhammed Lawal; Anambra, under Dr. Chris Ngige; Anambra, under Dr. Mbadinuju; Oyo state, under Alhaji 
Ladoja implied the clientelization of expropriated states in the hands of political godfathers. The experience of the 
fourth republic demonstrates the need for the clients (godson, governors) to properly fund the godfathers (patrons) in 
order to remain in office or face impeachment. 
The descent of the Nigerian state from civic-republican status to godfather spectrum, implies a loss of the rights of the 
mass public. Jacobson (1993) posits that, citizenship fulfils two important tasks: it determines the criteria of 
"membership' and the "conversation" between the individual and the state. In a similar thinking, Crompton (1996) 
opines that citizenship denotes "full and participating membership of a nation-state", that is, it does not necessarily 
incorporate all persons resident within a given territory. Within the framework of the political sociology of 
transitional societies, different notions characterize the attitudes of the power elites to the problem of mass integration 
Turner (1990; 189) has this to say; 
...the problem of citizenship has re-emerged as an issue which is central, not only to practical political questions 

concerning access to health-care system; educational institutions and the welfare state, but also to traditional 
theoretical debates in sociology over the conditions of social integration and social mobility; the issue of citizenship is 
central to the project of social integration. 

While the constitutional provisions presuppose the idea of equal rights of the citizens just, like the sovereignty 
of the state, the expropriation of the state by the godfathers raises fundamental questions as to the sanctity of the 
constitution of this score, the mass discnfranchisemcnt of the citizens through rigged elections and arbitrary 
imposition of godsons, converts citizens to helpless subjects of the sole proprietor state. 

The intolerance of opposition and the quest for unhindered access to state patronage necessitates the 
adoption of zero-sum political game. In consonance'with the Machiavelli (1999) dictum, any prince who advances 
the strength of another prince diminishes his own; the godfather's quest for his pound of flesh is to the extent of a 
demand for all executive positions in the state administration in order to maximize returns on his investment in his 
protege". In addition, the demand for monthly huge cash is designed to reduce the capacity of the protege to transit into 
a godfather. The ultimate goal of the zero-sum political game is to make a pawn state and a pawn protege. 

Finally, to drive the dream of the godfather and sustain his patron status a force correlation or deterrence 
capability at his disposal is imperative. The rise of the trouble merchants, crime brokers, and hijackers point to the 
emergence of a crime industry needed by the godfathers and the crime bosses in order to be able to engage the state 
security apparatus when the need arises. The rising wave of crime masterminded by members of the disengaged youth 
wings of political parties, with access to sophisticated weapons imported for election rigging and intimidation of 
political opponents, have become another avenue for primitive accumulation. The aftermath is the emergence of 
powerful political godfathers strong enough to embarrass the state in a combat operation within the context, of a 
non-productive society of wasting youths and natural resources. 
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